Ideal optical contrast for 2D materials observation using bi-layer
antireflection absorbing substrates
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The capability to observe 2D materials with optical microscopy techniques is of central importance in the development of
the field and is a driving force for the assembly and study of 2D material van der Waals heterostructures. Such observation
of ultrathin materials usually benefits from antireflection conditions associated with the choice of particular substrate
geometry. The most common configuration uses a transparent oxide layer with a thickness minimizing light reflection at
the air/substrate interface when light travels from air to substrate. Backside Absorbing Layer Microscopy (BALM) is a
newly proposed configuration in which light travels from glass to air (or another medium such as water or a solvent) and
the antireflection layer is a light-absorbing material (typically a metal). We recently showed that this technique produces
images of 2D materials with unprecedented contrast and can be ideally coupled to chemical and electrochemical
experiments. Here, we show that contrast can be optimal using double-layer antireflection coatings. By following in situ
and with sub-nm precision the controlled deposition of molecules, we notably establish precisely the ideal observation
conditions for graphene oxide monolayers which represents one of the most challenging 2D material cases in terms of
transparency and thickness. We also provide guidelines for the selection of antireflection coatings applicable to a large
variety of nanomaterials. This work strengthens the potential of BALM as a generic, powerful and versatile technique for
the study of molecular-scale materials and phenomena.

Introduction
In nanoscience, the capability of observing extremely thin films
and materials with a high contrast by optical microscopy is
crucial. This is very well illustrated by the role played by optical
1
microscopy from the very early stage of the study of graphene
2
and 2D materials. Indeed, the use of a transparent
antireflection layer of appropriate thickness allowed observing
3-10
11,10
12-18,9
graphene,
graphene oxide
and other 2D materials
despite their atomic-scale thickness. This was notably of great
value for the identification of the number of layers or the
fabrication of van der Waals heterostructures. It is however
very important to note that in all these experiments,
antireflection coatings were used and optimized in conditions
where light travels from the low to the high refractive index of
the observation medium (mostly air) and the microscope
sample support (mostly silicon or glass) respectively.
The benefits of antireflection coatings in optics have been
studied since the end of the nineteenth century and such

coatings are now widely used notably on camera and
telescope lenses, eyeglasses, solar cells, optical fibers, and on
19-21
some optical microscopy substrates.
The most widespread
antireflection coatings use transparent layers which cancel the
reflected light thanks to destructive interferences. When a
high transmittance is not needed in combination with the low
reflectance, light-absorbing materials can also be used (alone
19-24
or in combination with transparent ones).
Stacks of
multiple transparent and absorbing materials allow adjusting
precisely the optical properties of surfaces in a given range of
wavelength and incident angles by selecting the appropriate
thickness, refractive index and extinction coefficient of each
layer following the classical laws of optics.
Backside Absorbing Layer Microscopy is a recently developed
optical microscopy technique which draw its strength from the
used of light-absorbing substrates specifically in a reverse
microscope configuration, i.e. with light propagating from the
high to the low refractive index medium (typically from glass to
25-27
air or solvent).
The layers used are Anti-Reflecting layers
made of Absorbing materials and are thus called ARA layers.
For instance, with a single metallic layer deposited on top of a
glass substrate used in the backside configuration, there is a
preferential metal thickness that allows approaching the ideal
antireflection conditions. This thickness depends on the nature
of the top medium (air, water, other solvent) and is typically
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Results and discussion
Fig. 1 presents the principle of such experiment and a
significant example. A glass slide covered with 3 nm of gold is
placed on a reverse microscope equipped with a x63
immersion objective (Fig. 1a) and at t = 0, a solution of NBDT

-3

-1

(10 mol.L ) in water is added on top. The octagonal
diaphragm is set at an intermediate size (~50 µm) and the
reflected light image is recorded (3 Red/Green/Blue channels
with 0-255 gray-scale levels on each). For the sake of clarity
and to facilitate thickness measurements at a later step, the
position of the substrate is moved laterally by ~20 µm (without
stopping data acquisition) after some time (9 minutes in Fig.
1b). After 20 minutes, the solution is replaced with water, the
diaphragm is fully open and the global picture reported in Fig.
1b is acquired. One can clearly observe in Fig. 1b the light
reflected on the bare gold surface and the light reflected on
three areas covered with an organic film with different
thicknesses (corresponding to light exposure during 9 min on
the right, 20 min in the centre and 11 min on the left part of
the pattern).
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close to 7 nm of gold for the glass/gold/air system and of 2-3
nm of gold for the glass/gold/water one. This configuration
allows many types of observations with exceptional
25,26,28,29
26
contrast
in particular for 2D materials.
Most
importantly, the reverse geometry provides a full half space
available for different techniques so that BALM can be easily
coupled
with
other
techniques
such
as
25,26,28,29
electrochemistry.
However, when implemented in this way (i.e. using a single
few-nm thick metallic layer as ARA material), BALM can be
further improved. Indeed, even at the most appropriate metal
thickness, antireflection conditions can only be approached
26
(for a complete treatment see Ref. ). The equation nmetal2kmetal2 = n0.n3 (with n0 and n3 the refractive indexes of the
bottom (glass) and top media (air, water, solvent)) cannot be
exactly satisfied with metals. Therefore, when the metal
thickness (emetal) verifies the equation emetal ≈ (λ/4π)(n0n3)/(nmetal.kmetal), reflection is reduced to a very low value but is
not cancelled. These layers, that we call near-ARA layers, leave
thus room for improvement. In addition, producing stable,
homogeneous, ultra-flat and stable metal films on glass in the
30,31
2-3 nm thickness range is challenging.
This range is the one
adapted for observation in liquids and experiments in water or
other solvents are very important for a wide range of studies
related to chemical reactivity, bio-sensing, etc. Most of these
studies could in principle be further improved if one could
design substrates with ARA properties closer to ideal and a
thickness higher than 2 nm.
In the following, we show how double antireflection coatings
can positively impact the BALM technique and establish the
required conditions in different configurations of interest for a
broad range of studies, in particular for the observation of 2D
materials with enhanced contrast. To do so, we first use the
following experiment: the real-time observation and
monitoring of the precisely controlled deposition of a thin (030 nm) organic layer on a metallic antireflection substrate.
Precisely, we follow in-situ and at video rate the light-induced
deposition of molecules on gold from a solution of 4nitrobenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate (NBDT). Indeed, this
compound is soluble in water but light is known to induce the
coupling of this molecule forming a water-insoluble species
32
that deposits on the surface. Using such photochemical
reaction, we benefit from some of the main characteristics of
the BALM technique: (i) The organic film is deposited only in
the observed area (the size of which can be selected using a
diaphragm); (ii) The deposition speed is adjusted by the optical
power; (iii) We can record movies of the deposition process
allowing very precise extraction of the thickness/contrast
relation (in combination with a single AFM calibration step of
the final thickness).
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Figure 1. Light-induced controlled deposition of an organic layer on gold. (a)
BALM configuration of the experiment. (b) Final BALM image showing the
organic layer deposition at maximum light intensity. The substrate was moved by
~20 µm at mid-experiment along the arrow direction. (c) Reflected light as a
function of time for two light intensities (I 0 and 0.4*I0). The plots display the
gray-scale data from the green channel of the camera averaged on a 100x100
pixels area (see text for the impact of this area size), (d) Same as in c after
conversion of the time scale into a height scale using AFM measurements.

It is striking that depending on the thickness, the organic
material appears either darker or brighter than the gold
substrate. The red curve in Fig. 1c reports the raw camera
signal as a function of time in the central area (gray-scale of
the green channel only, averaged over 100x100 pixels). This
red curve brings several key pieces of information: starting at t
= 0 from a BALM configuration already selected for its low
reflectivity, the signal first decreases by as much as a factor of
3 after ~7 min. It thus provides the first proof that a
metal/organic double layer can improve very significantly the
antireflection conditions in such BALM configuration. This is
important since minimized reflectivity is the key feature
allowing very high contrast. Reflectivity in the centre of the
image reaches a minimum and then increases again. It yet
remains below the initial value (i.e. it constitutes a more
efficient antireflection coating than gold alone) for the first 12
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Figure 3. Calculated estimation of the reflected light intensity (at λ = 550 nm and
normal incidence) on a 3 nm-gold/second-layer stack. (a) For klayer2 = 0 and as a
function of the second layer thickness and refractive index n layer2. (b) Thickness of
the second layer giving minimal reflection for different values of n layer2 and klayer2.
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monitored in real time with exceptional vertical resolution at
each individual pixel of images and at video rate. This is
notably of particular relevance for the use of BALM as an
ultrasensitive chemical- or bio-sensing technique.

Reflected light intensity (%)

min of the experiment before antireflection efficiency is
progressively lost.
The same experiment is then reproduced at a different
location of the same substrate using in addition an optical
filter that reduces the light intensity to 40 % of its initial value
(once again the sample was moved laterally during the
experiment after ca. 14 min in this case) and the green curve in
Fig. 1c is obtained. After rinsing the sample in water, we
measured the different height profiles by AFM (see Fig. S1 in
the Electronic Supplementary Information). This allows
converting the time scale of Fig. 1c into a height scale in Fig.
1d. As expected, both curves overlap since the deposition rate
is simply proportional to the incoming light intensity. But more
importantly, this conversion permits to extract precisely the
thickness that minimizes light reflection (24 ± 1 nm).
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Figure 2. BALM vertical sensitivity for real-time monitoring the deposition of organic
ultrathin films. (a) Detail of the 5-8 nm part of the red curve of Fig. 1d corresponding to
a 100x100 pixel area. (b) Same data extracted on a single pixel of the movie (red) and
linear fit (black line), (c,d) Distribution of the data around the linear fit. The gray value
is converted into nm using the slope of the linear fit. The standard deviation is 10 pm
and 147 pm in c and d respectively.

At this point, it is interesting to mention the remarkable
potential of the BALM technique as a tool to follow in real time
the deposition of thin organic layers on surfaces. At a typical
recording rate of 25 frames/sec, the intensity evolution can be
very precisely analysed. Fig. 2a reports a zoom on the red
curve of Fig. 1d (zoom width 3 nm, zoom position 6.5 nm,
2
100x100 pixels area corresponding to ~7x7 µm ). The lower
panel represents the distribution of the data around the mean
slope obtained by a linear fit and shows a standard deviation
as low as 10 pm. More importantly, when the gray-scale value
2
of a single pixel (corresponding to a ~70x70 nm area) is
plotted (Fig. 2b), the linear decrease of the reflected signal is
still very well resolved and the standard deviation of the
dispersion is as low as 0.147 nm. This is smaller than the size of
the deposited molecules (mass spectrometry data reported in
Fig. S2 shows that the film is fully composed of biphenyl
molecules resulting from the dimerization of the initial
diazonium derivative) and comparable to the surface
roughness. It thus proves that molecular-scale changes can be

The deposition of an organic thin film from a NBDT solution
was selected here as a model system for which the light32
induced mechanism allows a continuous evaluation of the
optical characteristics of the metal/organic double layer.
However, the results are generic and absolutely not limited to
either this particular compound or this particular deposition
method. By adjusting the six parameters of the two layers
(thickness, real and imaginary part of the complex refractive
index of the metal and organic layers) one can indeed select
the optical properties of the substrate that are best adapted
for a given microscopy experiments. To illustrate this
versatility, Fig. 3 reports numerical estimations obtained by
computing the reflectivity of the glass/gold/layer2/water stack
based on Fresnel equations. It shows the evolution of the light33
reflection for 3 nm of gold (with n gold and kgold taken from ) as
a function of the thickness of a second layer with refractive
index (nlayer2, klayer2). The calculations are performed at a single
wavelength (λ = 550 nm) and at normal incidence. Despite
these approximations, they qualitatively capture the main
features of Fig. 1d. They notably show (Fig. 3a) how the
refractive index nlayer2 impacts the ideal layer thickness for
minimal reflection. For nlayer2 ~ 1.55 and klayer2 = 0, the
minimum of reflectivity is obtained for a film thickness of 2530 nm, in the same range as the experimental value observed
in Fig. 1. In Fig. 3b, the thickness that minimizes the reflectivity
is plotted as a function of nlayer2 for different values of klayer2
(see Fig. S3 for details on the impact of klayer2). Fig. 3 and S3 can
be used as an indicative guide to select a second layer coating
on gold.
The particular examples presented here are relevant for large
classes of experiments since: (i) gold layers with a thickness of
3 nm are stable and conductive (in contrast with sub-2 nm gold
layers), (ii) klayer2 in the 0-0.3 range includes a huge numbers of
conventional coatings (polymers, oxides...), (iii) klayer2 = 0 yields
a monotonous evolution of the ideal thickness as a function of
nlayer2 (Fig. 3b) which, most importantly, is in a range of
thicknesses ideally suited from a practical point of view (i.e. in
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Figure 4. BALM images of GO flakes on gold extracted from a movie (green channel
data from movie_1 in ESI) recorded during the controlled deposition of an organic
layer. The only correction to the raw data is as follows: the 0-255 gray scaled range was
restricted for clarity to 0-128, 0-96, 0-64 for the 3 images respectively. This simply
compensates for the progressive darkening of the images as the reflection decreases,
but does not impact contrast values. (a) At t = 0 s, C = -0.046, (b) at t = 50 s, C = -0.119,
(c) at t = 156 s, C = -0.167. Raw data and details on contrast extraction are presented in
Fig. S4.

Fig. 4 displays three images (green channel) extracted from a
full movie (See video_1 in ESI) that records the evolution of the
GO visibility on gold during the light-induced deposition of the
organic NBDT-based layer. At t = 0, the contrast defined as C =
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Having established how double-layer metal/organic substrates
improve antireflection performances, we now show how this
can be used to obtain contrast enhancement for the
observation of materials at the nanoscale. For such illustration,
we selected graphene oxide (GO) as a model system because it
is an important material in nanoscience and in particular in the
34,35
field of energy conversion and storage.
In addition,
contrarily to graphene, reduced-graphene-oxide (r-GO) and
most 2D materials (such as MoS2), GO is transparent. It is thus
a challenging material for optical microscopy making contrast
enhancement particularly important (note that as stated in the
introduction, the use of transparent antireflection coatings in
the conventional observation direction and in air-only was
11,14
26
already reported for GO
). We showed in Ref.
how GO
behaves on a metallic ARA single layer in BALM experiments,
which helps highlighting the advantages of double-layers. In
particular, it was shown that GO flakes usually appear with a
negative contrast (darker that the substrate), which was
indicating room for improvement towards better ARA layers.
As a last advantage, GO monolayers of very large lateral size
and very limited number of folds and wrinkles can be
deposited on any substrate, using for example the method
36
reported in Ref. and used here.

(IGO-Igold)/(IGO+Igold) is C = -0.046. After 50 s, it is C = -0.119 and
after 156 s, it reached a maximal value of C = -0.167 (see Fig.
S4 for details). Strikingly, this is a factor 3.6 higher than in the
initial gold-only conditions, which represents a considerable
improvement. This evolution of the contrast of GO on gold at
the early stage of the deposition of an organic layer can be
very well explained using the simple model.
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the 15-50 nm thickness range adapted to spin-coating,
evaporation and other deposition techniques, including
grafted chemical or biological layers for surface
functionalization).
Note, that only the red curve in Fig. 3b is compatible with the
data in Fig. 1, which was expected for a fully transparent
organic layer (klayer2 = 0). This illustrates how BALM could in
principle be used to provide a quick estimate of (n, k) values
for arbitrary coating layers on gold. A quantitative evaluation
of the accuracy of such strategy requires the precise
knowledge of additional experimental parameters (notably the
λ-dependence of the n and k values of ultrathin gold films) and
is beyond the scope of this article.
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Figure 5. Contrast of monolayer graphene oxide on gold upon molecule deposition. (a)
Contrast calculation for nlayer2 = 1.55 and klayer2 = 0. (b) Light reflected on gold (red
curve) and experimental contrast between gold and GO (blue curve), (c) BALM images
at t = 0, t = 3 min 6 sec, t = 5 min 12 sec and t = 6 min 43 sec. GO goes from darker than
gold at t = 0 to brighter than gold. The images are extracted from the green channel of
a movie. The only correction to the raw data is as follows: the 0-255 gray scaled range
was restricted for clarity to 0-196, 0-100, 0-75 and 0-75 for the 4 images respectively.
This simply compensates for the progressive darkening of the images as the overall
reflection decreases.

Fig. 5a displays the calculated contrast between bare gold (3
nm) and a single layer of graphene oxide (at λ = 550 nm with
nGO = 2, kGO = 0.3) on top of gold, as a function of the thickness
of a transparent material deposited above the GO. The n layer2 =
1.55 and klayer2 = 0 values selected for this organic layer are
those that best represent the deposition from NBDT in Fig. 3
11
and the (nGO, kGO) values are extracted from Ref. . For a very
thin organic film (0-13 nm) the contrast is first enhanced (GO
becomes progressively darker) in agreement with Fig. 4. For
intermediate thicknesses, the contrast becomes lower (it
cancels around 25 nm) and then finally reverses. For ~35 nm,
GO should appear much brighter than the gold surface. This
calculated behaviour qualitatively matches what is observed
experimentally in Fig. 5b, which presents an experiment
comparable to the one of Fig. 4 but conducted over a longer
time period so as to observe the contrast inversion. The red
curve represents the reflected signal on gold and the blue
curve the (GO vs. gold) contrast during the deposition of the
organic material, extracted from every frame of the movie.
The selected images in Fig. 5c highlight the key features: initial
contrast enhancement, intermediate point of minimal GO
visibility, and contrast inversion. Another important
information that can be extracted from Fig. 5b is that: it is not
at the minimum of the gold reflectivity (ca. 20 nm in Fig. 5b
upper x-axis, dotted red arrow) that occurs the best contrast
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for the observation of GO monolayers (ca. 8 nm in Fig. 5b
upper x-axis, dotted blue arrow). It is of great relevance when
one wants to select a coating ideally adapted to a specific
study.
The methodology used up to here may look specific to the
deposition method employed. However, it is important to note
that the observed effects are very generic and can be
extended in several ways so as to tackle other types of studies
in very different contexts. Numerical estimations in Fig. 3
already showed that it is not limited to the organic material
used in this study but that minimal reflection conditions exist
for most nlayer2 values in a large and relevant range (for the
impact of klayer2 see also Fig S3). We now exemplify the fact
that contrast enhancement: (1) can be obtained with more
nd
conventional 2 layer materials, (2) is not limited to data
acquired in water, and most importantly, (3) is also achieved
when the material under study (GO in our case) is on top of
the second layer coating and not between gold and this
second layer. This configuration is of course the one used in
conventional microscopy experiments.
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6a reports numerical results. In water, with this particular set
of parameters, the contrast can only degrade (and get
reversed at higher PMMA thicknesses). In air however, there is
a very significant contrast enhancement effect in the 20-30 nm
range of PMMA. Note that this particular calculation was
performed with 4 nm of gold and that the calculated contrast
is always higher than the measured one. The difference come
from the calculation approximations (single wavelength,
normal incidence only vs. high numerical aperture in the
experiment) and from the presence of 0.1 nm of chromium as
adhesion layer.
From Fig. 4, 5 and 6, it is clear that strong contrast
enhancement can be achieved with BALM using double-layer
antireflection coating in very different and generic
configurations, irrespective of the second layer material
(organic or not) and deposition method, stacking order or
observation medium (air, water, solvent), one can immediately
foresee the benefits of using double inorganic near-ARA layers
(typically composed of oxide layers on metal) in place of
organic coatings. This opens the way to robust, stable,
thickness controlled BALM substrates with improved
performances.

d
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Figure 6. Contrast of GO monolayers above a PMMA/gold antireflection double-layer.
(a) Calculated contrast for a GO monolayer deposited above a PMMA film on 4 nm of
gold either in air (open squares) or in water (filled squares) as a function of the PMMA
thickness, (b) Experimental contrast of GO monolayers on 3 nm of gold in air and water
as a function of PMMA thickness. (c) Principle of the experiment. (d) Example of BALM
image (green channel) of GO monolayers directly on gold (left part) and on 13 nm of
PMMA on gold (right part). For clarity, the 0-255 gray scale range was restricted to 0150.

Fig. 6d displays the main result of the following experiment: a
13 nm-thick layer of PMMA is deposited by spin-coating on 3
nm of gold on glass. Then, stripes in this PMMA film are etched
using directive oxygen plasma (reactive ion etching) through a
mask. At the last step, GO flakes are deposited on top of this
patterned substrate and thus lie either directly on gold or on
PMMA above gold as illustrated in Fig. 6c. The image in Fig. 6d
is recorded in air. Obviously, the PMMA intermediate layer
improves the contrast for the observation of GO monolayer
flakes. Such experiment was reproduced for different PMMA
thicknesses and the images were acquired both in air and in
water. Fig. 6b, reports the measured contrast values while Fig.

In conclusion, we first demonstrated that BALM microscopy
can be used to monitor in real time the deposition of
molecular films with a precision in the vertical direction of the
order of 0.15 nm at the single pixel level and at video rate.
Such precision is simultaneously obtained on every pixel of
each image of the movie so that textured surfaces and
surfaces with pre-deposited materials (typically 2D materials)
can be readily studied. In addition, if single-pixel lateral
resolution is not required, vertical precision as good as 10 pm
is achieved at the 100x100 pixel level (corresponding to a ~7x7
2
µm area). This molecular-scale sensitivity and video-rate
operation confirm the high potential of the technique for
chemical- and bio-sensing applications.
We then proposed qualitative guidelines for the selection of
near-to-ideal double-layer antireflection coatings. By selecting
the thickness, refractive index and extinction coefficient of
both layers, observation supports optimized for the BALM
geometry (light traveling from glass to air or solvent) and
adapted to the system under study (observation of
transparent or absorbing materials, observation in air or in a
solvent, conducting or insulating supports, etc.) can be
produced. Beside the enhanced sensitivity, this new study
brings an additional asset in terms of surface chemistry: in
sensing experiments the material on which sensing probes
(typically bio-probes) would be attached can be selected in an
extended range of materials to match different
functionalization methods.
Finally, double ARA layers lead to very significant contrast
improvement for 2D materials. This should facilitate the study
of such materials and the fabrication of their heterostructures
in an increasing number of laboratories. Moreover, the fact
that BALM substrates can be insulating makes possible the

direct coupling of high-contrast observation with electrical
measurements. Altogether, this study opens new and exciting
possibilities for the use of BALM microscopy as a versatile and
powerful tool for nanoscience.

Experimental
BALM. The BALM instrument was setup with Watch Live
S.A.S23, Lyon, France. Microscope cover slides from VWR were
used as glass support for single-layer (gold) and bilayers
(NBDT/Gold, PMMA/Gold) antireflection absorbing layers. The
near-ARA layers are composed of ~0.1 nm of chromium and 3
nm of gold.
GO transfer. The metal coated glass substrates were cleaned
again by exposition to UV-ozone for 30 min and finally washed
with isopropanol, dried in a N2 flux and heated at 70°C for 10
min. After the drying process, the slides were placed in a
chamber for GO deposition using the so-called bubble
36
deposition technique.
Organic layer deposition. The BALM slides were placed in a
home-made cell standing on top of a reverse microscope
equipped with a Zeiss oil immersion objective, a plan Apo x 63
with numerical aperture NA = 1.40, a Canon EOS 6D camera
and an halogen lamp (64655 HLX) filtered with A Thorlabs
FESH0700 filter. For the light intensity dependence
experiment, a reflective ND filter 0.4 OD from Edmund Optics
was added. Water was added on the support to setup the
focus, light intensity, spot size and the camera settings. Then
water was removed and a movie was started. Then 4Nitrobenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate from Sigma-Aldrich
-1
-3
-1
(M = 236.92 g.mol ) at 10 mol.L in water was added for 20
min. Movies were recorded with an exposure time of 25 ms
and an ISO sensitivity of 800, 2000 and 12800 respectively for
experiments at I0 (maximum light intensity), at 0.4*I0 and at
minimum light intensity. At the end of the experiments the
solution was removed and the surface was washed twice with
DI water.
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